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Abstract 

INTER-VIEW is an interactive application created for a public display. The application            

shows a ski map and is discoverable for the user by in-air-gestures. It is especially               

created to benefit the user group containing people enjoying spending their free time in              

the mountains. Up to six people can interact with the map simultaneously. For the user               

representation six different colored avatars were created. When the user is tracked one             

of the colored avatars is connected to the user making it possible to interact with the                

map through hand gestures by dragging and dropping the avatar on different tracks.             

When the user selects a track, the track is highlighted and information are shown. The               

information window contains the slope number, the level of difficulty, whether the            

slope is open or closed and a current picture of the area. To simulate this, a large TV                  

representing the public display and the Kinect 2 to track the users were used. For               

implementation the software “Processing” with the “Kinect PV2” library was used. All            

avatars and slopes as well as other graphical elements were created with programs of              

the Adobe Suite. 

Motivation 

Panorama maps can be seen on every mountain showing the user information of the              

slopes and lifts in this area as well as giving them directions. Those maps are still analog                 

only showing static information about the area. On the web or in applications for              

smartphones or tablets you can find interactive maps. Those maps are either far away              

from the actual place or displayed on a small display using touchscreens or a mouse to                

interact with them. Through time new interaction techniques were developed but           

haven’t found their way into this kind of environment. When thinking about those maps              

we realized that we could create a more fun, interesting and interactive experience for              

the user. Making it possible to give him current information, like the local weather, the               

quality of the snow as well as webcam images or whether a slope is opened or closed.                 

This information can make it easier for the user to decide where to go next. 

Based on the current situation the user is in, we thought about how the user is                

interacting with our application and decided to create an application that is controllable             

through in-air gestures. When looking at our target group we realized that people who              

are skiing are restricted in their behavior by wearing gloves and holding ski poles. This               

makes an interaction through touchscreens and mouse input inconvenient. 
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Related Work 

“Intermaps”  : Interactive Browser Application for the ski region “Zugspitze”. 1

  

“Intermaps” is an interactive browser application for the ski region “Zugspitze”. The            

browser application shows the user the map of the area. On top different lifts can be                

triggered and information about whether a lift is open or not as well as pictures and                

information about the length of the lift are displayed. The map can be experienced on               

desktop PCs in the browser using either mouse or touchscreen to interact with it. 

  

Skeletons and Silhouettes: Comparing User Representations at a Gesture-based Large          

Display. By Christopher Ackad, Judy Kay and Martin Tomitsch 

  

The study “Skeletons and Silhouettes” compares two kinds of user-representation on           

large displays. The study was an in the wild study with an open-air setting, the display                

could be used by multiple people at once. The participants weren’t given any             

introduction on how to use the display, only symbols were displayed to give a tutorial               

on how to interact with the display. 

The study was designed to look at how different representation changes the behavior             

of the people.  

  

Proxemic Flow: Dynamic Peripheral Floor Visualizations for Revealing and Mediating          

Large Surface Interactions. By Jo Vermeulen, Kris Luyten, Karin Coninx, Nicolai           

Marquardt and Jon Bird (2015) 

  

The "Proxemic Flow" is an interactive installation offering the user an interactive display             

and a secondary interactive floor, which has a peripheral assisting role to aid users              

interaction with the primary proxemic-aware display. The Floor is illuminated by LED's            

and gives colorful feedback about tracking quality and hints about next possible            

interaction steps; it also invites for spatial movement and baits other passerby’s to join              

1 
http://ski3.intermaps.com/Zugspitzbahn/skimap.asp?map=Zugspitzplatt&startdata
=lifte 
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the multi-user installation. The study was designed to demonstrate the expressive           

potential of an assistive floor display that reveals and mediates large surface            

interaction. In our study we want to show that the INTER-VIEW can guarantee the user               

an intuitive and easy way of collecting certain information about the surrounding area. 

Concept 

The application “INTER-VIEW” displays the panorama map of the area          

“Garmisch-Partenkirchen” as the central element in the center of the screen. For the             

user representations 6 avatars are shown next to the map, aligned on the left and right                

side of the map (see Figure 1). These show that up to 6 persons can interact                

simultaneously with the public display. Each user is represented by one special color             

e.g. one avatar (see Figure 2). 
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When the user steps into the tracking area of the application his body gets recognized               

by the system. The user can now see his right hand represented as either an open or                 

closed hand symbol depending on the hand gesture the user is making (see Figure 3). 

 

 

To show the user how to interact with the application an animated speech bubble              

saying “drag me inside the map” is shown next to his avatar (see Figure 4). Now the                 

user can interact with the application via in-air gestures. 
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By holding his hand above the avatar and closing the hand the avatar gets smaller. Now                

the user can drag the avatar in the map on different slopes by moving his arm with a                  

closed hand (see Figure 5). 

  

  

 

The slopes which have further information light up in the same color as the user               

representation when the user is holding his avatar above the track. Now the user can               

drop his avatar by opening his hand and a window with more information opens up on                

the avatars initial position. To give a visual feedback to the user the information              

window has a colored border. This border has the same color as the avatar and the                

slope (see Figure 6). 

 

 

When the user leaves the public display the tracking stops and the avatar moves back               

to its initial position. Making it possible for a new user to interact with the map. 
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Implementation 

INTER-VIEW was created using the software Processing with the Kinect PV2 library and             

the Kinect 2 - Sensor which is connected to a computer. As soon as the the user enters                  

the tracking area, the Kinect’s depth sensor recognizes the user’s whole body as an              

abstract skeleton. For this application the Processing code extracts the tracking of the             

user’s hand position and uses it as an input. The distance between the user’s right hand                

to the middle of the particular spine serves as the basis for the calculation and for the                 

adaptation of multiple users.  

Evaluation 

To test the application, its components and the interaction technique an user study was              

conducted. The user study consisted of the interaction with the application making use             

of the “thinking aloud” usability method and a survey afterwards. The interaction was             

recorded for further evaluation. Altogether six people (2 male, 4 female - 2 left-handed)              

participated on the study. The participants were between 23 and 57 years old.             

Beforehand the users got a short introduction in the application. 

 

Thinking aloud - Video 

For getting more information and a better feeling for the user’s condition while             

interacting with our application we asked the participants to “think loudly” while using             

the INTER-VIEW. 

Through this we got a real time feedback whenever the user got to a point of                

frustration or showed a positive reaction. For better conditions to analyse the user’s             

feelings we also documented the INTER-VIEW interaction by making video recordings.           

This gives us the possibility to get a very detailed impression that can be analyzed by                

reviewing the video multiple times. 
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Survey 

After the interaction the users were asked to fill out a survey consisting of 14 questions.                

The questions which could be simply answered with yes, no or other as well as with                

numbers from 1 to 5 are represented below in different diagrams (see Figures 7, 8, 9,                

10). 
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Apart from those questions the participants were supposed to answer questions with            

their own words. These can be found below with a summarized answer of all the users. 

 

How did you find the interface of the application? 

All in all the participants liked the interface. Two of the participants found it to be                

confusing in the beginning. 
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How intuitive was the grab gesture? 

The participants found the gesture to be good after the second try. One of the               

left-handed participants had trouble because only the right hand is detected to perform             

the drag and drop gesture in the application.  

 

How did you find the application altogether? 

The application was liked by all the participants, saying that it could be a great,               

interesting application on the mountain and that it could enhance the ski experience.             

Also it’s a new way to prepare for the ski slopes in the area. 

 

Would you have liked to have more information about the slopes? 

● gastronomy with today’s menu 

● short introduction 

● length and meters in height of the slopes 

 

 

Through those questions we learned what we have to improve in our application to              

make it a more fun and intuitive as well as interesting application. Not only did we get                 

information about the interface’s improvement but also what kind of information our            

users would like to see.  

When testing the application ourselves we learned that the user has to make very              

precise gestures for the Kinect 2 to identify them as such. We also had problems when                

trying to place the avatar on a highlighted slope. The drop gesture has to be performed                

exactly in the moment when the slope is highlighted in the avatars color, otherwise the               

action isn’t accomplished and the avatar is moved back to its initial position. When              

holding the avatar above the slope the avatar is moving which makes it even harder to                

set it on the slope. 

Conclusion 

A project like the INTER-VIEW application has a huge potential and plenty of             

possibilities which should definitely be implemented. While developing the application          

with Processing, however, we reached the limitations of Processing’s possibilities in           

some way. Aside from the lack of a detailed documentation of Processing’s Kinect PV2              

library, a problem was that the temporarily RAM - access while running the application              
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http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/gastronomy.html


was computationally too intensive. This led to the suspicion that Processing might not             

be the perfect environment for developing a Kinect - Application like ours.  

For a further successful development of the INTER-VIEW we would prefer to completely             

rewrite the application in C# or Java to have access to more developing tools and               

libraries.  

We would aim to indent the application by considering the user study’s result; enabling              

both hand interactions and giving more individual information seem to be big points on              

which we will catch up soon. 

To guarantee a better user experience some changes in the graphical User Interfaces             

have to be realized. One of them is the adjustment of the colors. However it is difficult                 

to find the perfect colors for the avatars to be recognized as different representations.              

Also people’s red - green weakness should be considered  as well.  

We also give consideration to implement more depth sensors in the interaction area to              

avoid the occlusion problem and to enable a better user tracking and therefore a better               

user experience. 
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